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Abstract

1 In trod uction

The maintenance problem (for database states)
of a database scheme R with respect to a set of
functional dependencies F is the following decision
problem: Let r be a consistent state of R with
respect to F and assume we insert a tuple t into rp
Er. Is r U {i} a consistent state of R with respect
to FI R is said to be constant-time-maintainable
with respect to F if there is an algorithm that solves
the maintenance problem of R with respect to F
in time independent of the state size.
A characterization of constant-timemaintainability for the class of BCNF database
schemes is given. An efficient algorithm that tests
this characterization is shown, as well as an algo
rithm for solving the maintenance problem in time
independent of the state size. It is also proven
that constant-time-maintainable BCNF database
schemes are bounded. In particular, it is shown
that total projections of the representative instance
can be computed via unions of projections of exten
sion joins. Throughout we assume that database
schemes are cover embedding and BCNF, and that
functional dependencies are given in the form of
key dependencies.
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An important task in the design theory is to iden
tify classes of good database schemes. Codd [Co]
observed that in the presence of functional depen
dencies, certain anomalies may exist when a re
lation is being updated. He proposed normaliza
tion to avoid the anomaly problem. Since then,
several normal forms have been defined and stud
ied. Among these normal forms, Boyce-Codd Nor
mal Form (BCNF) is considered to be one of the
most important normal forms. Although there are
problems with the construction of BCNF database
schemes in general [BB, BG, LO, O], LeDoux and
Parker [LeP] showed that under certain reasonable
assumptions, BCNF database schemes are free of
the anomaly problem. Moreover, they argued that
the construction problem with BCNF database
schemes does not really exist in most real-life appli
cations. With functional dependencies as the con
straints imposed on a database scheme, BCNF is a
good design goal toward which a database designer
should strive, since this class of schemes seems to
capture naturally the principle of separation stated
in [BBG], and therefore allowing independent facts
to be stored in separate relations.
Recent work on design theory concentrates on
some other desirable properties. Query answer
ing and constraint enforcement are supposed to
be two major and very important functions in
a database system. Consequently, designing a
database scheme that facilitates easy and efficient
query answering and constraint enforcement is
highly desirable. Some work has been done on this
problem and several classes of database schemes
with such properties were identified [AC, CA, CHI,
CM, UK, S3].
Recently, Graham and Wang [GW] proposed the
notion of constant-time-maintainability to capture
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the intuition on efficient constraint enforcement.
Informally, a database scheme is constant-timemaintainable if there is an algorithm which deter
mines whether any of its consistent states plus an
inserted tuple is consistent by examining at most k
tuples in the state, where A; is a constant indepen
dent of the state size. The idea behind constanttime-maintainability is that with the inserted tu
ple, the algorithm knows exactly which tuples in
the consistent state need to be examined to deter
mine consistency of the updated state. To illustrate
this idea, let us consider the following example.
Example 1: Let R = { AffiliatedJo (Instructor,

Dept),
Coordinate(Instructor, Course),
OfferedJiy (Course, Dept)} be a database scheme. We

assume each instructor is associated with a unique
department and coordinates at most one course.
Moreover, each course is offered by a unique depart
ment and is coordinated by at most one instructor
in the department. With these constraints, all at
tributes, except Dept, are keys of the correspond
ing relations. The set of functional dependencies
F = {In struct or —* Dept, Instructor —>• Course,
Course —► Instructor, Course —*• D ept} models
these constraints. Clearly, R is BCNF with respect
to F. From the result in this paper, we will show
that R is constant-time-maintainable with respect
to F.
To see how the maintenance problem can be
solved for this application, let us consider a tuple
t = < i, d > on AffiliatedJo being inserted into a
consistent state r on R. First, we verify that the in
serted tuple with the existing AffiliatedJo relation
satisfy the key dependency Instructor —*■ Dept.
If not, the updated state is not consistent and we
stop. By the assumption that AffiliatedJo is a
BCNF scheme and r is a consistent state on R,
only one tuple needs to be examined during this
step. Having proven satisfaction within the Affil
iatedJo relation, we need to ensure that the de
partment of the course the instructor T coordi
nates, if it exists, is ‘d’. This is accomplished by
retrieving a tuple from the Coordinate relation
with the Instructor-component equal to
Let
us denote this tuple by u, if it exists. We then re
trieve another tuple, call it w, from the Offered-by
relation with its Course-component equal to the
Course- component of u. If any of these tuples
does not exist, the state is consistent. Otherwise
let u = < i, c > and w = < c, d\ > be the retrieved
tuples. If ‘d i’ is not equal to ‘d’, then the updated
state is not consistent. Otherwise it is. □
In the above algorithm, given an inserted tuple
on AffiliatedJo, we know exactly which tuples we

should look for in determining the consistency of
the updated state. As we will show later, this al
gorithm correctly determines if an inserted tuple
on the AffiliatedJo relation results in a consistent
state or not. For insertions on other relations, sim
ilar algorithms can be derived.
The
class
of
constant-timemaintainable database schemes was proposed by
Graham and Wang [GW] as a generalization of in
dependent schemes [GY, IIK, S3]. An exponential
time algorithm was given by them to recognize
the class of constant-time-maintainable database
schemes when a full join dependency and a set of
functional dependencies are given. The recognition
of constant-time-maintainable database schemes
for the case when only functional dependencies
are considered is a very difficult open prob
lem. Some work has been done on this prob
lem. The class of independent database schemes
is constant-time-maintainable by definition [GY,
IIK, S3]. For BCNF database schemes, there
are three distinct proper subclasses which are
known to be constant-time-maintainable: Sagiv’s
BCNF independent schemes [S2] are constant
time-maintainable by definition, 7 -acyclic BCNF
database schemes were proven to be constant-timemaintainable in [CHI], and key-equivalent splitfree BCNF database schemes were shown to be
constant-time-maintainable in [CH2]. Also, in
[BV], Brossda and Vossen characterized a class
of constant-time-maintainable database schemes.
However, since they use the foreign-key constraint
[SI], they have to check that a consistent state sat
isfies this constraint after a deletion, and to do this,
their algorithm takes time proportional to the size
of the state.
In this paper, we give a characterization of
constant-time-maintainability for the entire class of
BCNF database schemes. We show that constanttime-maintainability for BCNF database schemes
can be characterized efficiently. An algorithm is
also found for solving the maintenance problem.
We also prove that this class of schemes is bounded
and, more interestingly, that total projections can
be computed via unions of projections of exten
sion joins. Consequently, not only BCNF constant
time-maintainable database schemes are desirable
with respect to constraint enforcement, but also
they are desirable with respect to query answering.
This also shows that the class of schemes we char
acterize is the largest known class of constant-timemaintainable database schemes which is bounded.
In Section 2, we give most of the definitions
needed for this paper. In Section 3, we charac
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terize when a BCNF database scheme is constant
time-maintainable and show that the characteriza
tion can be tested efficiently. Moreover, an algo
rithm is given to find the constant number of tu
ples required in solving the maintenance problem.
In Section 4, we show that unions of projections
of extension joins can compute total projections in
the representative instance. Finally, we give our
conclusions in Section 5.

2

D efin ition s and N otation

2.1 Basic Definitions

2.3 Constant-time-maintainability

The maintenance problem (for database states) of
R wrt F is the following decision problem: Let r
be a consistent state of a database scheme R wrt F
and assume we insert a tuple t into rp G r. Is rU{t}
a consistent state of R wrt FI We say that < r , t >
is an instance of the maintenance problem of R wrt
F. An algorithm is said to solve the maintenance
problem of R wrt F if the algorithm correctly de
termines if an instance of the maintenance problem
is consistent or not.
Following
[GW],
we
de
fine constant-time-maintainable schemes. Suppose
there is an algorithm A that solves the mainte
nance problem of R wrt F. Assume further that
r is stored on a device that responds to requests
of the form < R i^ >, where Ri G R and Ik is a
boolean combination of formula of the form A =
‘a’, where A G Ri, a is an element of the domain
of A, and a must be a value that comes from the
inserted tuple or from tuples retrieved in requests
previously issued by A (this very last condition is
called the no guessing assumption). The storage
device responds to a request by returning, if it ex
ists, an arbitrary tuple from r, G r that satisfies
\k. For any instance < r, t > of the maintenance
problem of R wrt F, we define # A (r , t) to be the
number of requests, of the above form, made by A
on the instance < r, t >. We say that A solves
the maintenance problem of R wrt F in constant
time if there is a constant k, k is independent of the
state size and k > 0, such that k > # A (r , t), for
all instances < r, t > of the maintenance problem
of R wrt F. A database scheme R is said to be
constant-time-maintainable (dm) wrt F if there is
an algorithm that solves the maintenance problem
of R wrt F in constant time [GW].

We shall follow standard notation [Ma, U] and only
give some non-standard definitions here. The kind
of constraints considered here is functional depen
dencies (fd’s). Unless otherwise stated, we assume
that database schemes are cover embedding BCNF,
and that fd’s are given in the form of key depen
dencies.
Given a tableau T [ASU], we shall denote the
final tableau in a chase of T with respect to
(wrt) a set of fd’s F as CHASEF(T) [ABU,
MMS]. In this paper, we are working under the
weak instance model [GMV, H2, M, SI, V, Y].
Given two database states of R, r= < rq,..., rj, >
and s=< s i,..., sj, >, we say that r C s if Cs,-,
for all 1 < i < k. We say that r is a proper substate
of s if r C s and for some 1 < * < k, ri C s,-. Also
we define sUr = < siU ri,..., s^Un, >. Now let s'be a relation on Sj € R and let Sj be the relation
on Sj in the state s. Then s — s'- shall denote s
with Sj replaced by Sj —s'-, and sUs[ shall denote
s with Sj replaced by Sj U s'-. Let S={Si,..., 5m}
be a subset of R. We say that
Sj is an exten
sion join (of Si) if for all 1 < j < m, Si U ... U Sj
contains a key of Sj+i [HI]. We say that XJ!-! Sj
covers X if Si U ... U Sm D X.
2.4 Key-equivalent Schemes
Let R be a database scheme and let F be the set of
2.2 Independence and Boundedness key
dependencies embedded in R. Then R is said
Let R ={f?i,..., Rk} be a (not necessarily BCNF) to be key-equivalent wrt F if for all Ri in R, R f
database scheme and let F = Fi U ... U Fk, where = U R. Let R be key-equivalent wrt F , let I\ be
Fi is the set of key dependencies embedded in Ri, a key in R, and let R\ G R. Then K is split in
for all Ri G R. Then R is independent wrt F if R f (wrt F) if there is a partial computation of R f
for all Ri, Rj in R, Ri jfc Rj, (Ri)F_F:j does not that covers K but none of the schemes in such a
contain a key dependency embedded in Rj [SI, S2], computation contains I\. Then we say that Ri is
Independent schemes were investigated also in [GY, split-free (wrt F) if no key is split in R f ; else it is
split. If R is key-equivalent (wrt F), then we say
UK, S3].
A database scheme R is bounded wrt F if every that R is split-free (wrt F) if for all Ri G R, Ri is
total tuple t in the representative instance of any split-free (wrt F); else it is split.
consistent state r of R wrt F can be computed by The following are results from [CH2] about keya predetermined relational expression [GM, MUV]. equivalent and split-free database schemes that we
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need later on in the paper.
T h eorem 1: Let S be a split-free key-equivalent
database scheme wrt F, where F is the set of key
dependencies embedded in S. Let s be a consistent
state on S wrt F. Let s, a tuple t on some Si E S,
and F be the input to Algorithm 1 shown below.
Algorithm 1 outputs yes exactly when s U {i} is
consistent wrt F.
A lgorithm 1
Input. s ,t, and F , where s is a consistent state for
S wrt F , F is the set of key dependencies em
bedded in S, S is split-free and key-equivalent
wrt F, and t is a tuple on S,-, where Si E S.
Output: yes if sU{t} is consistent wrt F ; otherwise,
no.
Method:
(1) Let K i, . . . , K u be the set of keys of Si. For
each K j, invoke Algorithm 2 (shown in Section
3.1) with input s and t[K j]. Let f'- on Cj be
the tuple returned by Algorithm 2 when s and
t[K j] are used as input, for all 1 < j < u;
(2) let q = { t}
(3) if q ^ 0, th en ou tp u t yes else ou tp u t no.

Define R* as the largest subset of R containing
Ri such that R* is key-equivalent wrt its embed
ded key dependencies. {R*|fi; E R } is a partition
of R and is unique; {RJ'|f?z- E R } is called the
key-equivalent partition of R (wrt F). The output
from KEP, shown below, when R and F are its in
put is the key-equivalent partition of R [CH2]. Let
T = {T i,... ,7*} be the key-equivalent partition of
R wrt F . Then we say that R is split-free (wrt F)
if for each 2j in T, 7) is split-free wrt Gj, where G,is the set of key dependencies which are embedded
in schemes in T;.

fun ction KEP (R, F );
Input: A database scheme R = {R i, ■ .. ,f2„} and F,
where F is the set of key dependencies embed
ded in R.
Output: The key-equivalent partition of R wrt F.
Notation:
E R |^ /” = Rf } Method:
(1) begin
(2) Let part = {
6 R};
(3) if part = {R } th en return ({R }) else return(
I<EP(P l, G i) U . . . U I<EP(ph G,)), where
part = { p i , ... ,pi} and G j, 1 < j < l, is the
set of key dependencies embedded in schemes
T h eorem 2: Let S be a key-equivalent database
of P j;
scheme wrt F, where F is the set of key dependen
cies embedded in S. Then S is ctm wrt F if and (4) end
only if S is split-free wrt F.

2.5 Independence-reducibility
A partition of a set S is a collection of subsets of
S such that elements in the collection are pairwise
disjoint and the union of the collection is S. Each
subset in the collection is called a block.
Let R = { f? i,..., R n} be a database scheme and
let F be the set of key dependencies embedded in
R. In this subsection, R need not be in BCNF. R is
said to be (key-equivalent) independence-reducible
wrt F, if there is a partition T = {T j, . . . , T*} of R
such that (a) D ={U Tp\Tp E T} is independent
wrt F, and (b) for any Tp E T, Tp is key-equivalent
wrt the key dependencies embedded in elements in
TPLet R be a database scheme, let F be the set of
key dependencies embedded in R, and let Ri E R.

The following are results from [CH2] about
independence-reducible database schemes that we
need later on in the paper.
T heorem 3: Let R = { /ii,..., Rn} be a database
scheme and let F be the set of key dependencies em
bedded in R. Then there is a polynomial-time algo
rithm that determines whether R is independencereducible wrt F.
T heorem 4: Let R be an independencereducible database scheme wrt F, where F is the
set of key dependencies embedded in R. Then (a)
R is ctm wrt F if and only if R is split-free wrt F;
(b) R is bounded wrt F.
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3 Ctm BCNF Schemes
In this section, we give an efficient characteri
zation of constant-time-maintainability for BCNF
database schemes and derive an algorithm for solv
ing the maintenance problem. In Section 3.1, we
first prove that a BCNF database scheme R is ctm
implies R is independence-reducible. This shall
imply R is ctm if and only if R is independencereducible and split-free by Theorem 4(a) above. In
Section 3.2, we present an efficient algorithm that
recognizes exactly the class of ctm BCNF database
schemes. In Section 3.3, we derive an algorithm and
show how the maintenance problem can be solved
incrementally. (Due to space restrictions we omit
most of the proofs in this section.)

3.1 Proof of the Main Theorem
In this subsection we want to prove that if R
is BCNF and ctm wrt F, where F is the set
of key dependencies embedded in R, then R is
independence-reducible wrt F. We prove this fact
by showing that given a BCNF database scheme
R, R is not independence-reducible wrt F implies
R is not ctm wrt F . The proof involves a con
struction of a rather complex database state on
a non-independence-reducible database scheme R,
and this state demonstrates that R cannot be ctm.
Let R be a BCNF database scheme wrt F,
where F is the set of key dependencies em
bedded in R. Assume R is not independencereducible wrt F. Let T = {K E i,..., KE„}
be the key-equivalent partition of R. Let D =
{Di=UKEi, .. ,,Dn=UKEn}. Since R is not
independence-reducible wrt F and by definition
of independence-reducibility, D is not independent
wrt F. We can prove that D is not independent
wrt F implies that there are Rp and Rg, Rp £ KEi
and Rq £ KEj , i £ j, 1 < i, j < n, such that
(Rp)F-Fq 2 KqA, where Kq —► A £ F+, A £ I<q,
and Fq is the set of key dependencies embedded
in Rq. Observe that this is a violation of inde
pendence that involves schemes from at least two
different blocks of T.
Let us assume without loss of generality that
R i,...,R i-i are the schemes in a computation
of (Rp)p^Fq such that Ri — Rp, KqA C Ri U
...U R i- 1 , but I\qA £ R\ U ...U R 1 - 2 , and
let Ri = Rq-, we can prove that / > 3, that is,
the above sequence exists and is well-defined. We
now use f?i,..., Ri to define an inconsistent state
r on R. Let 0 be a tuple on Ui = Ri U ... U Ri
such that z[B] is a distinct constant for each B

£ U\. Then r is the state defined as follows: For
all Ri e R - {f?i, • • •, Ri}, ri = 0; for all Ri £
n - {¿¿}, where U = z[Ri]\ r, =
{t;}, where t|[.Ri —{A}] = z[Ri —{^4}], and ti[A] is
a distinct constant that is different from z[A],
Lemma 1: r is inconsistent wrt F.
In the rest of this subsection, ti shall denote the
above defined tuple on Ri, for 1 < i < l.
Let r min be a minimal inconsistent substate of r,
that is, let r min C r be such that r min is inconsis
tent wrt F and any of its proper substates is con
sistent wrt F. The state rmin can be obtained from
r by removing one by one the nonempty singleton
relations in r while the resultant proper substate is
still inconsistent.
Let R ne = {Rk £ R|rfc in T m i n is nonempty};
that is, R ne, where ne stands for ‘nonempty’, is
the set of schemes on which rrojn has nonempty re
lations. Now let Fne be the set of key dependencies
embedded in R ne.
Lemma 2: There exists Rv £ R ne such that
{Rk\Rk € Rne but Rk £ (Rv)£nJ £ 0.
Consider the extension algorithm, Algorithm 2,
shown below. We are going to let rm,„ and tv,
where rv = {tv } is the relation on the scheme given
by Lemma 2, be the input to Algorithm 2; since
rm,-„ is inconsistent wrt F, Algorithm 2 with this
input may not be well-defined; we can prove that
this is not the case.
The following is a consequence of the above
lemma.
Corollary 1: There is some rv ={f„} E r,m„
such that {Rk\Rk E Rne but R k £ C,,} £ 0, where
Cv is the set of attributes output from Algorithm 2
when r m,n and t v are its input.
Let tv be the tuple on Rv given by Corollary 1,
and let Rest' be Rest after the execution of the
while-loop in Algorithm 2 when r min and tv are
its input. Let R„ = R — Rest'; now notice that
R —Rest' = R„e —Rest' since if S j £ R —Rest',
then S j £ R„e. Thus R„ = Rne —Rest'. Now let
Rne_t> ~- R-ne Rn;, by Corollary 1, Rne_i; y- 0. R.i?
is nonempty, since at least Rv £ R„.
Now we are going to define two nonempty proper
substates of r mj„, one with nonempty relations on
Rne-» and one with nonempty relations on R„. Let
I’ne-u be the following proper substate of r mj„: For
all Ri £ R — R ne.„, the relation on Ri is empty;
for all Ri £ R ne_„, the relation on Ri is set equal
to ri
£ r mi„. Let r„ be the following proper
substate of r mtn: For all 12, £ R —R w, the relation
on Ri is empty; for all Ri £ R„, the relation on Ri
is set equal to r* ={ij} € r mj„.
Lemma 3: Let r wand rne_v be as defined above.
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distinct constant}, where has an arbitrary but
finite number of tuples.
Lemma 5: Let r{ ,... ,r* be as defined above.
Then rj U r j U . . . U r * - rj, where r|$ =
and rj = { tj } is any nonempty relation in r m,„, is
consistent wrt F.
Suppose now that R is ctm wrt F. Then there
is an algorithm A that can solve the maintenance
problem of R wrt F by issuing no more than c
requests, for some constant c > 1, and c is inde
pendent of the state size. Let t v be the tuple on
Rv given by Corollary 1, and let t* and Cv be the
output from Algorithm 2 when rmin and t v are its
input.
Let r# =r$Ur{U .. .Ur*—{<„}; where r{ ,..., r*
are as defined above but for all 1 < h < z, r*h
has c tuples, r# is consistent wrt F by Lemma 5.
Observe that the relation on Rh, for all 1 < h < z,
in r# is rh Ur£, where r/, = {t^} is the relation on
Rh in r m,„, and hence has c + 1 tuples. Now let
us insert t v into r&. That is let r" = U{t„}.
Since r ra,„ is a substate of r" and, by definition,
rmj„ is inconsistent wrt F, r" is inconsistent wrt F.
Lemma 5 implies A needs to retrieve all the tuples
in rmin and hence, by Lemma 3, it needs to retrieve
all the tuples in r ne_„ to show r" is inconsistent wrt
F. We are going to prove that in the worst case A
will not retrieve any tuple from rne_v in c requests.
Then with t v, a tuple in r„, as the inserted tu
ple, A will eventually try to access the tuples in
r ne.„ via requests of the form < R h,^ >, Rh 6
Rne.v- We may assume without loss of general
ity that before issuing its first request for tuples in
rne_vj A already retrieved all tuples from r„ and
therefore no more requests for tuples from r„ are
needed. Let < Rh1, i&i >,...,< RHei* e > be any
sequence of c requests that A may issue to retrieve
the tuples in r ne_t/. Let, for 1 < i < c, Att, be the
attributes for which values are known to A before
it issues <
>, and for any B G Atti, let
Const(B) be the set of values known to A on B;
by our assumption above, A tti = Cv and Const(B)
r* h

A lgorith m 2
Input'. A state s on some database scheme S =
{Si, . . . , Sm }, and a total tuple t on K, where
K C U, U = US.
Output: t1 and C , where t1 is a total tuple on C ,
ecu.
Comment: t1 is t extended with constants from s.

Method:
(1) Let f = t,C = K, and t'[B\ is a distinct nondistinguished variable for all B G U — K\
(2) Let R est = S;
(3) w h ile (there are Sj G R est, a tuple p in Sj G s,
and a key K j of Sj such that p [I\j}= t'[A'j])
d o t'[Sj] = p[Sj]; C = C \J S j]
R est = R est — {Sj}; en d
(4) return t'[C] and C.

Then r„ and r ne_v are nonempty proper substates
of rmi„.
The following are facts that we need about t*.
Lem m a 4: Let t v be as given by Corollary 1,
and let t* and C v be the output from Algorithm
2 when r min and t v are its input. Then (a) t* [B]
= th[B \, for some r/, = {t*} G r ne_v and some B
G C v D Ru\ (b) let ri = { < i} ,...,r v = { iy} be the
nonempty relations in rne_t, such that for all 1 <
h < y, t*v [B h] = th[Bh], for some B h G R h O C v \ let,
for all 1 < h < y, Vh be {B \B G R hO C v, and t*v [B]
= ¿/¡[B]}; then we have that for all 1 < h < y, Vh
is not a super key of R h , and Vh C RhNow, for 1 < h < y, let Rh and Vh be as de
fined in Lemma 4(b) above, and let r£ be a state
on R whose only nonempty relation is r*h = {u|u is
a tuple on Rh such that u[Vh] = ifc[Vh], and for all
B G Rh — Vh, u[B\ is a distinct constant}, where
r£ has an arbitrary but finite number of tuples.
Lemma 4(b) guarantees that r \ can have any num
ber of tuples with the same value on Vh and, more
importantly, that is consistent wrt the key de
pendencies embedded in Rh . Assume i2y+i,... , Rz
are the schemes (if any) in R ne_u — {R i, ■ ■ ■ , R y}Then for y + 1 < h < z, let be a state on
R whose only nonempty relation is r*h = {u|u is a
tuple on Rh such that for all B G Rh, u[B] is a

r m in

= {*£[#]}* f°r any B G A tti.

The following lemma states in its first part that
all tuples in any relation in r ne_„, which are not
retrieved before < Rhiy ’i j > is issued, stand in the
same relationship with the constants known to A
before < Rhi,^i > is issued. Its second and third
parts are direct consequences of the first one and
say that A cannot solve the maintenance problem
in c requests.
Lemma 6: For 1 < i < c, (a) for all B G Atti, for
all d G Const(B), and for all Rh G R ne_v such that
B G Rh, we have that either d — t[B] for all t in r/(
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not retrieved before < Rhij'&i > is issued, or d ^
t[B\ for all t in r^ not retrieved before < Rh,, SP,- >
is issued; (b) if u, £ satisfies ^i in < Rh,, VPi >,
where Ui is a tuple not retrieved before < Rhn >
is issued, then there are at least c + 2 — i tuples
in r'hi not retrieved before < Rht, > is issued
that satisfy iffi; and thus (c) (in the worst case for
A) the tuple in from rne_v is not retrieved by
< R hi,Vi >.
Hence by Lemma 6, in the worst case with c re
quests A will not retrieve any tuple from rne_v.
Thus A does not solve the maintenance problem
of R wrt F in constant time. Hence R is not ctm
wrt F. We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5: Let R be a BCNF database scheme
wrt F, where F is the set of key dependencies
embedded in R. If R is ctm wrt F, then R is
independence-reducible wrt F.

Algorithm 3
Input A database scheme R and G the set of key
dependencies embedded in R, where R is
BCNF wrt G.
Output: Accept or reject. If accept is output, R
is ctm wrt G\ if reject is output R is not ctm
wrt G.
Method:
(1) Generate the key-equivalent parti
tion T = {K E \,..., KEn} of R via KEP(R,
G) (Shown in Section 2);
(2) let Fj be the set of key dependencies embedded
in elements in KEj for all 1 < j < n;
(3) if {UK E \,. . ., UKEn} is not independent wrt
G (or UF)), then output reject, and exit;
3.2 Recognition Algorithm
for some KEi G T, KEi is split wrt F) then
The following theorem tells us how to recognize the (4) ifoutput
reject, and exit;
class of ctm BCNF database schemes; it follows
directly from Theorems 5 and 4(a) above.
(5) output accept.
Theorem 6: Let R be a BCNF database scheme
wrt F , where F is the set of key dependencies em
bedded in R. Then R is ctm wrt F if and only if
R is independence-reducible and split-free wrt F. 3.3 Maintenance Algorithm
The above theorem implies that we have a
polynomial-time recognition algorithm for the class In this section, we describe the maintenance algo
of ctm BCNF database schemes.
rithm for ctm BCNF database schemes.
Corollary 2: Let R be a BCNF database scheme Let R be a ctm BCNF database scheme wrt F ,
wrt F, where F is the set of key dependencies em where F is the set of key dependencies embedded
bedded in R. There is a polynomial-time algorithm in R. Then by Theorem 6, R is independencethat determines whether or not R is ctm wrt F. reducible and split-free wrt F . Let r be a consis
Proof Sketch: By Theorem 6, R is ctm wrt F tent state of R wrt F. Suppose rm 6 r is up
if and only if it is independence-reducible and split- dated by an insertion of a tuple t. By definition
free wrt F. By Theorem 3, there is a polynomial of independence-reducibility, R is partitioned into
time algorithm that determines whether R is blocks Ti,..., Tk and each Tj is key-equivalent wrt
independence-reducible wrt F\ this algorithm is Al its key dependencies. Let Rm € Tj, for some T j.
gorithm 3, shown below, without step (4). By def Let r' be the following state on Tj : for each f?* £
inition of splitness, step (4) of Algorithm 3 deter Tj, r{ £ r' is equal to the relation on Ri in r. Let
mines if R is split-free wrt F. This step can also Fj be the set of key dependencies from F which are
be done in polynomial time, since we can prove embedded in schemes in Tj. It should be clear that
the following. For any KEi in the key-equivalent r' is consistent wrt Fj. Since we can prove that
partition of R, let K be a key in KEi, let F) be r U {<} is consistent wrt F if and only if r' U {t}
the set of key dependencies embedded in KEi, and is consistent wrt Fj, to verify whether r U {t} is
let W={Rp\Rp £ KEi and K £ Rp}. Then I< is consistent wrt F all we have to do is to check if
split in R f wrt F), for some Ri £ KEi, if and only r' U {f} is consistent wrt Fj. We now show how to
if there is a row tj in CHASEp^Tw) such that do this.
tj[K] are all distinguished variables, where T\y is By definition of splitness, R is split-free wrt F
the tableau for W [ABU, ASU]. Then our claim implies Tj is split-free wrt Fj. Hence by Theorem
2, Tj is ctm wrt Fj. From Theorem 1, Algorithm 1,
holds. □
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shown in Section 2, outputs yes with input r', t, Fj
exactly when r'U{t} is consistent wrt Fj. It should
be clear that Algorithm 1 runs in time independent
of the state size.
Example 2: Let us consider the BCNF database
scheme in Example 1. By the KEP function in Sec
tion 2, the key-equivalent partition of R is R itself.
Hence R is independence-reducible wrt F. Since all
keys in R are single-attribute keys, R is split-free.
By Theorem 6, R is ctm wrt F. Let a consistent
state r on R be as follows, r = <AffiliatedJo={<
i,C S >, < j,C S >}, Coordinate={< i,CS100 >,
< k,CS200 >}, Offered-by—%>, where i, j and k
are all distinct. Let t =< CS100,a; > be a tuple
on Offered-by and let us insert it into r. By The
orem 1, to determine if r U {t} is consistent wrt
F, input r, t, and F into Algorithm 1 (shown in
Section 2). Step (1) of Algorithm 1 generates a
tuple t[ =< CSlOO,i,CS > on {Course, Instruc
tor, Dept}. The tuple q generated in step (2) is
empty exactly when ‘x’ is not equal to ‘CS’. So
the updated state is consistent exactly when the
Dept-component of the inserted tuple is ‘C S’. □

5

C onclusions

We have derived an efficient algorithm that recog
nizes exactly the class of BCNF database schemes
which are constant-time-maintainable. We have
also found a constant-time algorithm for solving
the maintenance problem for this class of database
schemes. Finally, we proved that this class of
schemes is bounded and, more interestingly, that
total projections can be computed via unions of
projections of extension joins. This also showed
that the class of schemes we identified is the largest
known class of constant-time-maintainable schemes
which is bounded.
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